Julia’s Jottings (May,2021)
Monday: No glass slippers but a dazzling, crystal-clear glass teapot so blended
Whittard’s orange Peoke and Co-op 99 blends…ahhh…sublime…strange never could get
chemistry in school but clearly with age comes wisdom.
Tuesday: Here we go again Spring cleaning. A very positive start I feel, washed both
the front and back doors, definitely a whiter than white ‘persil’ effect – very
satisfying.
Wednesday: So proud, hubby made MA leader. Timothy chap 6 v 12.
N.B I’m still a B.A, ah well as my brother said all those years ago, shame I got the
letters in the wrong order – the boy had a point.
Thursday: Undecided about continuing the traditional seasonal clean – rain overnight
and this morning– physical change can be reversed- question is can I be bothered to
implement that process or make weathering a chemical change? Oh how a little
knowledge can indeed be a dangerous thing.
Thursday: Indulged in Spring sunshine and decided to take tea outside (well cup of),
sat on garden bench only to find it collapse under my weight-oops - rotten wood or not
confirmed my decision to continue with domestic cleansing if only to burn a few
calories.
Friday: Haven’t purchased a power washer, used soapy water and old-fashioned yard
brush to clean path. Yep feel smug, must have burned many, many calories - what with
scrubbing and extracting 4 garden waste bags of weeds as Proverbs says, “Your
education is your life” – so that explains why I opted for physics and not chemistry –
my exercise will be repeated irrespective of whether regulations allow gyms to open!!
Saturday: Do feel my heart is not in this, after an hour ‘decluttering’ all I discarded
was wedding dress from 28 years ago (did keep the buttons, feel sure they may be
useful) and an old puzzle book. Hey-ho it’s a start.

